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Details Regarding the Elite Sport Shooting Center

Submitted by: Robert Costomiris

5/9/2013

**Question:**

1) What is the current Business Plan and operating budget for the Sports Shooting Center?

2) What are the exact site plans (including placement of structure, parking, road access, perimeter control) for the location on with the Sports Shooting Center will be built?

3) Who is designing the structure and related facilities and when will the site and building plans be made available to the public?

**Rationale:**

The construction of the Elite Sports Shooting Center is a complex project the scope of which has changed since its conception a couple of years ago. The university and Statesboro community has an interest in this project and needs to be kept abreast of how the project has changed over time.

**Senate Response**

6/4/2013: RFI (Costomiris): Details Regarding the Elite Sport Shooting Center
Moderator Mynard noted that this asked for the floor plan, an update on the operating budget, and who is in charge of the design, and all this information had been posted in response.
Attachments  Shooting Sports Center Floor Plan  
Shooting Sports Center Site Plan  
CRI Sports Shooting Education Center Business Plan  
Response to the SEC